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				ETFE film for architecture
			
ETFE film is already used in a variety of ways in contemporary architecture, because with the high-transparent, robust and durable building material light-flooded and sustainable building designs can be realized. Innovative architecture firms particularly like to use the ETFE material for large membrane constructions on exterior facades and roofs in order to realize dynamic shapes and designs.
With NOWOFLON ET you rely on the highest quality and 50 years of experience.
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Roofs & Facades
with NOWOFLON ET film
Due to its durability and elasticity, ETFE material is ideal for dynamically shaped roofs and facades. Architects use foil cushions as a building envelope and for roofing large-scale projects. NOWOFLON ET allows an exceptionally light construction as the film is very low weight. In addition, loads due to wind or heat are optimally absorbed by the building material, e.g. with a film cushion roof. There are no limits to creativity when planning and implementing roofs and facades with ETFE film cushions.

Contact
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				ETFE Properties
			
Fluoropolymer ETFE is very popular in architecture, as it allows modern and at the same time resource-saving designs. ETFE (ethylene tetrafluoroethylene) is a light-weight and elastic fluorine-based plastic which is particularly robust and self-cleaning. The NOWOFLON ET film is economically very attractive and has optimal properties and quality features in order to realize breathtaking architectural projects.
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          light & UV permeable
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          durable & resilient
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          100% recyclable
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          flame retardant
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Safety thanks to fire protection
Flame retardant & self extinguishing
With NOWOFLON ET you can rely on a fire-resistant material which is flame-retardant and self-extinguishing. The material loses its consistency at 200-250 °C and almost completely dissolves. In case of fire, the molten plastic does not drip down while burning, but withdraws from the source of the fire and extinguishes to the outside. Smoke, fire and gases escape through emerging openings in the fire protection proven ETFE film.

Product information
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Intelligent heat protection
Pleasant temperature and comfort
Design architectural masterpieces where people feel comfortable. The total energy transmittance (g-value) can be individually regulated using a multilayer pillow construction or additional printing on the film. In a museum, for example, this value should be lower than in a swimming pool. The intelligent heat protection of the ETFE film for architecture ensures exactly the right ambient temperature and radiation transmittance in the respective buildings.
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Intelligent heat protection
Pleasant temperature and comfort
Design architectural masterpieces where people feel comfortable. The total energy transmittance (g-value) can be individually regulated using a multilayer pillow construction or additional printing on the film. In a museum, for example, this value should be lower than in a swimming pool. The intelligent heat protection of the ETFE film for architecture ensures exactly the right ambient temperature and radiation transmittance in the respective buildings.
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				Inspirations with ETFE
			
All over the world, architects use our ETFE films to realize innovative and aesthetic constructions. Impressed and inspired, we follow the unique projects realized with our premium films.
 Let yourself be inspired by fascinating buildings with NOWOFLON ET for architecture:
 
All NOWOFOL references


















        


      
        
        


                


          

Renowned ETFE Manufacturer
As an experienced partner, we support architects and building contractors with many years of expertise in the production of ETFE films for architecture. The NOWOFOL technical experts will also give you competent and comprehensive advice regarding all relevant questions such as the selection of the right film, calculations of noise protection or thermal insulation and much more.

Product informationContact
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Renowned ETFE Manufacturer
As an experienced partner, we support architects and building contractors with many years of expertise in the production of ETFE films for architecture. The NOWOFOL technical experts will also give you competent and comprehensive advice regarding all relevant questions such as the selection of the right film, calculations of noise protection or thermal insulation and much more.
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Customized quality
Durable and high quality architecture
Quality has top priority at NOWOFOL. At the production sites in Siegsdorf, our commited employees have been working as internationally respected professionals in the production of our premium films for over 50 years.
 To ensure that you can build high quality, we are constantly optimizing all materials in our own research and development department.
In order to be able to offer you our products and services relating to ETFE in architecture in a consistently high quality, we proceed according to proven quality assurance processes.
 

Product information
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To see our video, you must accept the cookies for external videos!

change cookie settings




        


      
        
        


                


          

We live sustainability
Building together for the future
At NOWOFOL, we take sustainability seriously and have always contributed to preserving the natural resources for tomorrow's generations. Rely on ecological process orientation from raw materials supply to production and delivery.
 Fluoropolymer films are highly durable, long-lasting and 100 % recyclable.
As a traditional, global company we are aware of our responsibility for all employees, partners and the environment.

Download sustainability
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				Do you have any questions?
			
Do you have special requests or production requirements? We develop individual and customer-optimized films.
Just email us.
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						NOWOFOL uses cookies and other tracking technologies to improve your experience on our website. To see our video, you must accept the cookies for external videos.
 Our cookies policy explains more about cookies, and you can change your settings at any time.
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